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In this paper, we present a novel fountain code-based mobile IPTV multicast system architecture over
WiMAX network. In the proposed system, the transmission algorithm at a base station determines the
control parameters of a fountain-encoded IPTV multicast stream adaptively to the wireless link states
of subscribers in order to provide a stable IPTV service with minimum resource usage on WiMAX net-
work, and the channel grouping algorithm at a server makes near-optimal channel grouping based on
channel selection preferences to pursue an effective tradeoff between the channel zapping time and
the processing complexity of a subscriber. Finally, experimental results are provided to show the perfor-
mance of the proposed system.
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1. Introduction

In the recent, IPTV (Internet Protocol TeleVision) service is con-
sidered one of the key applications in the telecommunication mar-
ket [1,2]. This service model enables service providers to leverage
their existing infrastructure and expand their market opportunities
by drawing in new subscribers and increasing average revenue per
subscriber [3]. It is expected that IPTV service will be extended to
wireless networks in the near future, in development called mobile
IPTV service [4]. It is becoming more feasible thanks to the growth
in mobile devices, advanced broadband networking and communi-
cation technologies, and sophisticated video compression technol-
ogy. In particular, WiMAX (Worldwide interoperability for
Microwave Access) network [5,6] is considered one of the strongest
candidates to support mobile IPTV service. It is an emerging wire-
less access network standard that provides high data rates and dif-
ferentiated services according to individual QoS (Quality of
Service) requirements in a wide coverage area. Although WiMAX
network provides high data rates in the wireless environment, it
is still poor compared to wired networks including Ethernet,
DOCSIS (Data Over Cable Service Interface Specifications), and fiber
optic networks. Furthermore, it is expected that much higher
bandwidth will be required at a BS (Base Station) sooner or later
ll rights reserved.

).
to support various multimedia services over wireless networks.
Thus, mobile IPTV systems must be designed to effectively manage
resource usage of IPTV channel streams on WiMAX network.

Generally speaking, there are three distribution schemes for
mobile IPTV service over the wireless environment: unicast, multi-
cast, and broadcast transmission. In the case of unicast transmis-
sion, mobile IPTV service will use a significant amount of
transmission bandwidth because each subscriber requires a dedi-
cated bandwidth as the number of subscribers increase. On the
other hand, multicast and broadcast transmission use fixed trans-
mission bandwidth regardless of the number of subscribers, and
thus can improve network utilization. Recently, various wireless
network standards, e.g. 3GPP/MBMS (Multimedia Broadcast Multi-
cast Service) [7], 3GPP2/BCMCS (BroadCast and MultiCast Service)
[8], WiMAX/MBS (Multicast and Broadcast Service) [9,10], DVB/
DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcasting – Handheld) [11], etc., already
support multicast and broadcast transmission. However, there
are still several problems to be solved to successfully deploy mul-
ticast or broadcast service over wireless networks. For example,
the transmitter should take into account the dynamically changing
link states of all subscribers to achieve reliable multicast or broad-
cast service. Sometimes, it is inevitable that some subscribers
experience packet losses caused by the time-varying wireless link
characteristics and physical layer impairments, which may seri-
ously degrade video quality. In the case of mobile IPTV service, it
is one of the most important performance measures how to
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provide stable IPTV service to as many subscribers as possible.
Thus, ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) and FEC (Forward Error Cor-
rection) schemes [12] are widely employed at the application layer
to effectively handle these packet losses in multicast and broadcast
transmission. In the ARQ scheme, the subscriber may experience
an increased delay due to the elapsed time from when the
subscriber sends the retransmission request to when the requested
packet arrives. And, as the number of subscribers becomes larger,
the ARQ scheme increases uplink/downlink traffic and server load,
and thus the resulting video quality may seriously deteriorate by
the longer passing time. Furthermore, the ARQ scheme is not
appropriate for mobile IPTV service since it has difficulty in han-
dling retransmission requests from subscribers efficiently. On the
other hand, the FEC scheme exploits redundant information to
compensate for packet losses over wireless networks. By carefully
selecting the amount of redundant information [13,14], the FEC
scheme can mitigate packet losses without any feedback channel.
Particularly, fountain code [15] is standardized by 3GPP and
DVB-H as the AL-FEC (Application Layer Forward Error Correction)
scheme for mobile IPTV service. Although the FEC scheme is more
suitable than the ARQ scheme for mobile IPTV service, the FEC
scheme requires some processing for reconstructing original pack-
ets at a subscriber, which results in extra processing time. Actually,
these processing complexity and processing time at mobile IPTV
devices are greatly associated with the QoE (Quality of Experience)
of subscribers.

In this paper, we present a novel fountain code-based mobile
IPTV multicast system architecture over WiMAX network. In the
proposed system, the adaptive transmission algorithm at a BS
and the channel grouping algorithm at a server are proposed to
efficiently provide IPTV service to subscribers. The transmission
algorithm adjusts to the control parameters of a fountain-encoded
IPTV multicast stream adaptively to the wireless link states of sub-
scribers in order to minimize resource usage on WiMAX network
while satisfying the decoding failure rate constraint of fountain
code. The channel grouping algorithm constructs channel groups
based on channel selection preferences in order to reduce the aver-
age processing complexity while guaranteeing seamless channel
changes at a subscriber. The rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Related works are introduced in Section 2, the details of
the proposed mobile IPTV multicast system architecture are spec-
ified in Section 3, experimental results are provided in Section 4,
and concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. Related works

We study some related works regarding to IPTV multicast/
broadcast system in Section 2.1 and review fountain code briefly
in Section 2.2.
2.1. IPTV multicast/broadcast system

Adaptive transmission schemes have attracted a large amount
of interest to effectively provide multicast/broadcast services over
wireless networks. SARM (SNR-based Auto Rate for Multicast) [16]
adapts the transmission rate at an access point to the subscriber
with the worst channel condition for reliable multicast transmis-
sion. In [17], the transmission rate of each multicast stream is
determined dynamically based on the proportional fair policy at
a BS for achieving high throughput and good fairness. AL-FEC
schemes are deployed to handle packet losses caused by unrecov-
erable transmission errors even though the sparsest modulation
scheme and the lowest coding rate are selected for the robust
transmission at the MAC (Media Access Control) layer and physical
layer [15,18]. In recent years, joint optimization between the trans-
mission rate at the MAC layer and the FEC coding rate at the appli-
cation layer has been studied actively to support reliable multicast
transmission with high network efficiency [19–21].

So far, some schemes have been proposed to reduce the channel
zapping time. Cho et al. [22] proposed sending the adjacent IPTV
channel streams of the currently viewed IPTV channel stream in
advance to the subscriber. When the subscriber’s channel change
requests are limited to adjacent channel streams, the subscriber
can watch the selected channel stream without network delay. In
[23], the video encoder periodically generates additional intra
frames encoded by a lower bit rate and transmits them with nor-
mal video frames. Video decoding can be performed by using addi-
tional intra frames without waiting for the normal intra frame. In
[24], the proposed scheme constructs multiple time-shifted multi-
cast streams for an IPTV channel stream. The multicast stream with
the shortest intra frame waiting time is selected for new channel
change requests of the subscriber. In Microsoft Mediaroom [25],
a server caches the latest GOPs (Group of Pictures) for each IPTV
channel stream. For new channel change requests, the server trans-
mits not only the multicast stream at a regular rate but also an
additional unicast stream at a higher rate.

Actually, many research efforts have been devoted to efficiently
providing mobile IPTV service over WiMAX network. In [4], She
et al. proposed a two-level superposition coded multicasting
scheme using SVC (Scalable Video Coding) [26]. The proposed
scheme performs the superposition coding to two-layered IPTV
channel streams with a static and different modulation scheme.
The base layer stream provides IPTV service of minimum quality
to as many subscribers as possible and the enhancement layer
stream only supports subscribers with the good link conditions.
Wang et al. [10] proposed a system to apply UEP (UnEqual Protec-
tion) according to the importance of layer-encoded IPTV channel
streams. Compared to enhancement layer streams, more robust
FEC coding is applied to the base layer stream against wireless
channel errors. CMS (Cooperative Multicast Scheduling) [27] was
presented to improve the network utilization for IPTV channel
stream transmission. In the first phase, an IPTV channel stream is
transmitted by using a dense modulation and high coding rate. In
the second phase, subscribers with poor link quality are supported
by other peer subscribers that have correctly received the IPTV
channel stream during the preceding phase.

2.2. Fountain code

Fountain code such as LT [28] and Raptor [29] codes is an
emerging block-based FEC scheme [30] and has some advantages
for mobile IPTV service due to its high coding efficiency, low
encoding/decoding processing time, and flexibility. Actually, there
are active trials and commercial deployments for efficiently sup-
porting IPTV service to subscribers using fountain code [18,31].
The detail encoding process of LT code is as follows. First of all,
the data stream is divided into source blocks. A source block is
composed of source symbols of a predefined size. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), an encoding symbol is mapped to some source symbols.
The number of mappings is defined as ndegree with a range from
one to the number of source symbols in a source block (K). ndegree

of each encoding symbol is determined based on the degree distri-
bution probability ({p1, p2, . . . ,pK}) that is allocated to {1,2, . . . ,K}
values. And, ndegree source symbols are randomly selected, and then
an encoding symbol is generated by performing bitwise XOR oper-
ations of the selected source symbols. This process is repeated until
the last encoding symbol is generated. Since an encoding matrix
realization can be characterized by the seed number of the pseu-
do-random number generator, a subscriber can easily reconstruct
source symbols from encoding symbols if the server and the sub-
scriber share the same seed number. The decoding process of LT



Fig. 1. Fountain encoding process: (a) LT encoding and (b) Raptor encoding.
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code is equivalent to solving linear equations. In general, the sim-
ple decoding algorithm through message passing [30] is widely
used due to its low complexity. At each step, the decoder finds
an encoding symbol consisting of only a single source symbol.
When this source symbol is recovered by the corresponding encod-
ing symbol, it is added to all the encoding symbols that the source
symbol is included. At a subscriber, all source symbols can be
recovered if a sufficient number of encoding symbols are available
even though some encoding symbols are lost. In general, the num-
ber of encoding symbols required for successful fountain decoding
is calculated by

K 0 ¼ ð1þ cÞ � K;

where c is the symbol overhead with a very small real number. The
above equation means that the number of the received encoding
symbols must be slightly larger than K to reconstruct source sym-
bols successfully.

Raptor code is an extension of LT code that achieves linear
encoding/decoding processing time. Raptor code is the concatena-
tion of pre-code and LT code as shown in Fig. 1(b). At first, interme-
diate symbols are generated by pre-coding of source symbols to
decrease ndegree of encoding symbols in LT code. And then, these
intermediate symbols are encoded by LT code with reduced ndegree

of encoding symbols.
3. Proposed fountain code-based mobile IPTV multicast system

The proposed fountain code-based mobile IPTV multicast sys-
tem architecture is shown in Fig. 2. It is assumed that an IPTV ser-
ver receives IPTV channel streams from terrestrial, cable, and
satellite broadcasting systems. In the proposed system, fountain
code is employed to improve the reliability of IPTV multicast
Fig. 2. Proposed fountain code-based mobi
stream transmission over WiMAX network although it may incur
extra processing time. Actually, reliability is the most important
factor in the case of mobile IPTV service (it is recommended in
[32,33] that the mean time interval between visible video distor-
tions at a subscriber should be greater than one hour). As shown
in Fig. 2, source RTP packets of the IPTV channel stream arriving
within the protection time window create a source block of
fountain codes. It is recommended that the number of source sym-
bols in a source block should be larger than a thousand (i.e. source
symbol constraint) [18,34] for fountain coding efficiency. Thus, the
protection time window size and the symbol size ought to be set to
satisfy the source symbol constraint. And, encoding symbols are
generated by the linear combination of source symbols in the pro-
tection time window at the application layer, and transmitted to a
WiMAX BS in IP multicasting manner. The BS transmits incoming
IPTV multicast streams through MBS zones in downlink sub-
frames. At a subscriber, fountain decoding is performed to extract
source symbols of the requested IPTV channel stream, and then
original RTP packets are obtained. Actually, fountain encoding
and decoding processes are performed at the application layers
of the server and the subscriber, respectively.

The goal of the proposed system is to support a stable IPTV ser-
vice with minimum resource usage on WiMAX network and statis-
tically guarantee seamless channel changes with low processing
complexity at a subscriber. To achieve this goal, the proposed sys-
tem includes the adaptive transmission algorithm at a BS and the
channel grouping algorithm at the server. The proposed adaptive
transmission algorithm broadcasts a fountain-encoded IPTV multi-
cast stream considering the wireless link states of subscribers in or-
der to minimize resource usage on WiMAX network and
successfully decode source symbols with a high probability. The
proposed channel grouping algorithm is presented to provide
seamless channel changes at the cost of a little increased processing
le IPTV multicast system architecture.
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complexity at a subscriber. These algorithms are presented in detail
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1. Proposed adaptive transmission algorithm

Mobile IPTV service requires considerable network resources
compared to traditional data services, which is a big burden on
wireless networks with very limited resources. Therefore, mobile
IPTV multicast systems should be designed to efficiently manage
resource usage of IPTV multicast streams according to the wireless
link states of subscribers. It is feasible since state-of-the-art wire-
less networks such as WiMAX and 3GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution)
networks [35] have advanced techniques to continuously monitor
the wireless link states of subscribers and mechanisms to send
them back to BS.

The minimum resource allocation unit on WiMAX network is
called a slot, which is configured by one sub-channel over one,
two, or three OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex)
symbols depending on the subcarrier permutation scheme. A burst
is a contiguous series of slots assigned to a subscriber or a group of
subscribers. WiMAX network supports some combinations of mod-
ulation scheme and coding rate at the physical layer. AMC (Adap-
tive Modulation and Coding) allows these combinations to be
changed per burst based on the wireless link states of subscribers.
A tradeoff exists between link stability and data rate. BER (Bit Error
Rate) which is increased by fading and shadowing in wireless
channels is reduced at the cost of bandwidth efficiency as the mod-
ulation scheme becomes sparser and coding rate lower. In contrast,
a denser modulation scheme and higher coding rate provide higher
data rates in a slot while they increase sensitivity to the wireless
channel error and thus may transmit more packets to reconstruct
source symbols of fountain code successfully. In this paper, the
transmission algorithm at a BS determines the control parameters
of a fountain-encoded IPTV multicast stream based on the wireless
link states of subscribers in order to minimize resource usage on
WiMAX network while keeping the decoding failure rate of foun-
tain code in the tolerable range.

3.1.1. Problem description of adaptive transmission algorithm
Before presenting a detailed description, we make the following

assumptions:

(1) The proposed system adopts DL PUSC (Down Link Partial
Usage of SubCarrier), which is one of the subcarrier permu-
tation schemes in the downlink sub-frame. DL PUSC is man-
datory for all WiMAX network implementations and each
slot consists of 24 data subcarriers by two OFDM symbols.

(2) It is assumed that a BS knows the wireless link states of sub-
scribers by using CQI (Channel Quality Indicator) in uplink
sub-frames.

(3) Fountain encoding at a server and determining of control
parameters of an IPTV multicast stream at a BS are processed
based on the protection time window.

The supportable combinations of modulation scheme and cod-
ing rate over WiMAX network for IPTV multicast stream transmis-
Table 1
Modulation scheme and coding rate corresponding to mc.

mc Modulation scheme and coding rate Rslot(mc)

1 64QAM, 3/4 216 bits
2 64QAM, 2/3 192 bits
3 16QAM, 3/4 144 bits
4 16QAM, 1/2 96 bits
5 QPSK, 3/4 72 bits
6 (MCMax) QPSK, 1/2 48 bits
sion are denoted by mc, which ranges from one to MCMax in
ascending order according to the robustness against the wireless
channel error as shown in Table 1. Rslot(mc) is the number of trans-
mitted data bits per slot according to mc, which is calculated by

RslotðmcÞ ¼ 24 � 2 �Mmc � Cmc; ð1Þ

where Mmc and Cmc are the number of bits per symbol and the cod-
ing rate according to mc, respectively. Mmc depends on the selected
modulation scheme, e.g. Mmc values of QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM
are two, four, and six, respectively. When mc is 5, (i.e. case of QPSK
modulation scheme and 3/4 coding rate), Rslot(mc) is 72 bits
(=24 � 2 � 2 � 3/4). Now, the decoding failure rate of fountain codes
for IPTV multicast stream transmission is calculated by

Pdec failðnpkt;mc;SNRminÞ

¼1�
Xnpkt

i¼ ð1þcÞK
Nsymbol

l m npkt

i

� �
ð1�Ppkt errðmc;SNRminÞÞiðPpkt errðmc;SNRminÞÞnpkt�i

ð2Þ

where dxe is the smallest integer that is not less than x, Nsymbol is the
number of encoding symbols in a packet, SNRmin is the minimum
SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) value of all subscribers that participate
in an IPTV multicast stream, Ppkt_err (mc, SNRmin) is the packet error
rate when given mc and SNRmin, C is the target coding rate of foun-
tain codes (the total number of encoding symbols in an encoding
block divided by the total number of source symbols in a source
block), and npkt is the number of transmitted packets for an IPTV
multicast stream with a range from the minimum number of pack-
ets required for successful fountain decoding (d(1 + c)K/Nsymbole) to
the total number of packets in an encoding block (dK � C/Nsymbole).
Actually, npkt becomes our control variable thanks to the employ-
ment of fountain codes, which enhances the controllability of the
proposed adaptive transmission algorithm over time-varying wire-
less link states. Now, we can formulate our problem as follows.

3.1.1.1. Problem formulation of adaptive transmission algo-
rithm. Determine mc and npkt to minimize

npkt � ðRpacket þ RoverheadÞ
RslotðmcÞ

� �
; ð3Þ

subject to Pdec failðnpkt;mc; SNRminÞ 6 Pmax
dec fail; ð4Þ

where Pmax
dec fail is the tolerable decoding failure rate, Rpacket is the

packet size of the upper layer, and Roverhead is the additional over-
head bits at MAC layer such as MAC header and CRC (Cyclic Redun-
dancy Check) to transmit a packet. Eq. (3) represents the slot usage
on WiMAX network for IPTV multicast stream transmission and Eq.
(4) takes into account the decoding failure rate constraint.

3.1.2. Determining process of mc and npkt

Fig. 3 represents the main operations at a BS. First of all, upper
layer traffic is sorted into IPTV and non-IPTV flows by the classifier.
MCID (Multicast Connection ID) and independent buffer are allo-
cated to each IPTV multicast stream. Subscribers periodically re-
port their wireless link states to the IPTV resource manager
through CQI in uplink sub-frames. SNRmin is updated based on this
CQI information. Based on the given SNRmin, the IPTV resource
manager determines mc and npkt for each IPTV multicast stream
to minimize Eq. (3) while satisfying the decoding failure rate con-
straint. The scheduler reserves MBS zones in downlink sub-frames
to transmit npkt packets by selected mc within the protection time
window through the physical module. And, the ðdK � C=Nsymbole
�npktÞ remaining packets are removed from the buffer.

The optimal solution mcopt;nopt
pkt

� �
of the above problem can be

achieved by using the full search-based algorithm. However, the
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full search-based algorithm needs a considerable amount of com-
putation. Theoretically, the computational complexity of the full
search-based algorithm is OðMCMax � ðdK � C=Nsymbole � dð1þ cÞ�
K=Nsymbole þ 1ÞÞ by checking all possible combinations of mc and
npkt. To reduce the computational complexity, we consider a fast
algorithm that provides the same optimal solution. Compared to
the full search-based algorithm, the fast algorithm reduces the
searching range by using the following useful properties.

Property 1. When mc and SNRmin are given, n�pktðmc; SNRminÞ is set to
the minimum value among possible npkt values that satisfy the
decoding failure rate constraint, i.e.

n�pktðmc;SNRminÞ¼argmin
npkt

dðnpkt ;mc;SNRminÞfor
ð1þcÞK
Nsymbol

� �
6npkt6

K �C
Nsymbol

� �
;

ð5Þ

where d npkt;mc; SNRmin
� 	

¼
Pmax

dec fail � Pdec failðnpkt ;mc; SNRminÞ
: if Pdec failðnpkt ;mc; SNRminÞ 6 Pmax

dec fail;
1 : otherwise:

8<
:

New channel change request
Property 2. A denser modulation scheme and higher coding rate may
increase the number of transmitted packets to satisfy the decoding
failure rate constraint because they increase sensitivity to the wireless
channel error. In other words, if mci > mcj; n�pktðmci; SNRminÞ 6 n�pkt

ðmcj; SNRminÞ: That is, Eq. (5) can be represented by

n�pktðmcj; SNRminÞ ¼ arg min
npkt

dðnpkt;mcj; SNRminÞ for n�pktðmci; SNRminÞ

6 npkt 6
K � C

Nsymbol

� �
: ð6Þ

Based on the above properties, the fast algorithm is implemented to find

the optimal solution mcopt ;nopt
pkt

� �
of the problem formulation as fol-

lows. In the fast algorithm, the required computational complexity is
reduced to OðdK � C=Nsymbole � dð1þ cÞK=Nsymbole þ 1Þ.
Encoding block 2 …………………Encoding block 1
Protection time window Protection time window

Buffering delay
Fountain decoding 
processing delay

Video decoding 
delay
Step 1: Initially, mc = 1 and npkt = dK � C/Nsymbole.
Step 2: Examine the decoding failure rate constraint by Eq. (4) with

mc and npkt. If the constraint is satisfied, n�pktðmc; SNRminÞ ¼
npkt and then repeat Step 2 with npkt = npkt � 1. Otherwise,
go to Step 3.

Step 3: If mc is not equal to MCMax, return to Step 2 with mc = mc + 1.
Step 4: Select a combination to show the best performance through
Eq. (7).

mcopt ¼ arg min
16mc6MCMax

n�pktðmc; SNRminÞ � ðRpacket þ RoverheadÞ
RslotðmcÞ

� �� �
;

nopt
pkt ¼ n�pktðmcopt; SNRminÞ:

ð7Þ
3.2. Proposed channel grouping algorithm

The channel zapping time is adopted in this paper as a perfor-
mance measure of seamless channel change, which is generally de-
fined as the time duration until a subscriber watches the chosen
channel after the channel selection. Compared to traditional broad-
casting services, the relatively long channel zapping time of mobile
IPTV multicast systems is a big obstacle and should be addressed
for successful deployment [36–38]. In the proposed mobile IPTV
multicast system, the channel zapping time consists of buffering
delay, fountain decoding processing delay, and video decoding de-
lay. Fig. 4 represents an example of a channel change scenario. It is
assumed that a subscriber sends the channel change request by
clicking buttons on a mobile device. If the requested IPTV channel
stream is already broadcasted, the mobile device can directly re-
ceive the fountain encoding symbols. Otherwise, it sends the chan-
nel request message to a BS, and then the BS will broadcast the
IPTV multicast stream including the requested IPTV channel
stream. In this case, a processing delay is incurred, but it is negli-
gible compared to the other delay factors. After the start of receiv-
ing the encoding symbols, the mobile device should wait for a
while until a sufficient number of encoding symbols are available
for successful fountain decoding (this is called a buffering delay).
If the number of encoding symbols arriving between the channel
change request time and the starting time of the next protection
time window is not big enough for successful fountain decoding,
the buffer must be cleared for the encoding symbols in the next
protection time window. Otherwise, the mobile device can get
source symbols from the encoding symbols accumulated at the
buffer with some fountain decoding processing delay. It is another
benefit of the employment of fountain codes. Video decoding delay
consists of decoding processing delay and GOP structure delay. The
GOP structure delay is inevitable for continuous video playback be-
cause compressed video stream can be decoded and displayed on a
mobile device starting with a key frame (I (Intra) frame is a key
frame in the MPEG-2 codec or IDR (Instantaneous Decoder Refresh)
frame in the H.264/AVC codec).

In this paper, the channel grouping algorithm is designed to re-
duce the channel zapping time at the price of the increased pro-
cessing complexity at a subscriber. First of all, IPTV channel
streams are categorized into several channel groups. The IPTV
channel streams in a channel group during the protection time
window generate a source block. Then, fountain encoding is per-
formed for the source block, and the resulting encoding symbols
are inserted into packets. It has some advantages with respect to
Fig. 4. An example of a channel change scenario.
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channel zapping time. For example, when a channel group includes
only a single IPTV channel stream as shown in Fig. 5(a), its protec-
tion time window size is fixed at x seconds to satisfy the source
symbol constraint under the assumption that the symbol size is
pre-determined, and thus the buffering delay increases with x sec-
onds. On the other hand, when a channel group includes multiple
IPTV channel streams as shown in Fig. 5(b), the source symbol con-
straint can be met with the protection time window size of the
quarter of x seconds. Also, when a subscriber switches to another
IPTV channel stream in the same channel group, instant channel
switching is possible except for the video decoding delay because
the requested IPTV channel stream is available at the buffer. How-
ever, the additional processing at the subscriber is inevitable since
additional non-watching IPTV channel streams are included in the
channel group.

Now, we consider an effective tradeoff between the channel
zapping time and the processing complexity at the subscriber. In
an engineering sense, when a channel group includes more IPTV
channel streams with high channel selection preferences, the chan-
nel zapping time significantly decreases while the processing com-
plexity remarkably increases at the subscriber, and vice versa.

3.2.1. Problem description of channel grouping algorithm
Before presenting a detailed description, we make the following

assumptions:

(1) Source symbol size (Tsymbol) is fixed during session (it is rec-
ommended that Tsymbol is set in the form of 2n (n = 3,4,5, . . .)
for fountain decoding complexity advantage [18]).

(2) It is assumed that subscribers choose their channels inde-
pendently (if more channel selection pattern information is
available, we can achieve better channel grouping).

Some symbolic descriptions are given in the following.

~r ¼ ðr1; r2; . . . ; rNCH Þ;
~p ¼ ðp1;p2; . . . ; pNCH

Þ;

where ri is the required bandwidth for the ith channel stream, pi is
the ith channel selection preference, and NCH is the total number of
IPTV channel streams. And, channel grouping vector is defined by

~s ¼ ðs1; s2; . . . ; smgr Þ;

where mgr is the number of channel groups, and sj is the jth channel
group to satisfy

Smgr

j¼1sj ¼ U ¼ f1;2; . . . ; NCHg and
Tmgr

j¼1sj ¼ /. To re-
duce the channel zapping time, the protection time window size
for each channel group must be the lowest value possible while sat-
isfying the source symbol constraint. Also, it must be larger than the
key frame interval to avoid useless video decoding operations. Now,
the protection time window size for the jth channel group is calcu-
lated by

twindowðsjÞ ¼ arg min
t

gðsj; tÞ for Twindow min 6 t <1; ð8Þ
gðsj; tÞ ¼
P
i2sj

ri �t
Tsymbol

l m
� Kmin : if

P
i2sj

ri �t
Tsymbol

l m
P Kmin;

1 : otherwise;

8<
:

where Kmin is lower bound for the source symbol constraint and
Twindow_min is the key frame interval given by the video codec.
Now, when the hth channel is selected from the ith channel, the re-
quired maximum zapping delay is defined by

di;hð~sÞ¼
dvideo decoding : if i;h2 sj;

2twindow sj
� 	
þdfountain decodingþdvideo decoding : if iR sj;h2 sj;

(

where dfountain_decoding and dvideo_decoding are the fountain decoding
processing delay and the video decoding delay, respectively.
Now, we can formulate the given channel grouping problem as
follows.

3.2.1.1. Problem formulation of channel grouping algorithm. Deter-
mine~s to minimize

Xmgr

j¼1

X
i2sj

pi �
KðsjÞ � C

twindowðsjÞ

� �
; ð9Þ

subject to
XNCH

i¼1

X
h2U�fig

pi �
ph

1� pi
� di;hð~sÞ 6 Dmax; ð10Þ

where Dmax is the tolerable upper bound of the maximum average
zapping time and K(sj) is the total number of source symbols in a
source block for the jth channel group, which is calculated by

KðsjÞ ¼
X
i2sj

ri � twindow sj
� 	

Tsymbol

� �
: ð11Þ

The cost function Eq. (9) represents the average number of encoding
symbols required for successful fountain decoding per second at a
subscriber (it is called the average processing complexity in the fol-
lowing) and Eq. (10) takes into account the channel zapping time
constraint.

3.2.2. Determining process of~s
Now, we specify how to determine the total number of channel

groups and to select IPTV channel streams to be included in each
channel group based on channel selection preferences. Basically,
the full search-based algorithm can be employed to obtain optimal
channel groups. However, the full search-based algorithm requires
a considerable amount of computation complexity. In general,
when the total number of IPTV channel streams becomes larger,
the number of possible channel grouping combinations increases
dramatically, which is calculated by

SðNCHÞ ¼
XNCH

j¼1

1
j!

Xj�1

i¼0

ð�1Þi
j

i

� �
ðj� iÞNCH : ð12Þ
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To reduce the computational complexity, we propose a fast
algorithm that provides a good solution of the above constrained
optimization problem. The proposed fast algorithm utilizes the Ge-
netic algorithm [39,40] to obtain a near-optimal solution with low
computational complexity. The Genetic algorithm gradually im-
proves all potential solutions through biological evolutionary pro-
cesses such as crossover and mutation operations. It has been
successfully employed in a wide variety of application areas to
solve many difficult optimization problems. In addition, it can be
effectively implemented on parallel computers to solve large-scale
problems since it is an implicitly parallel technique. In the
proposed algorithm, the Genetic algorithm is applied to ~g defined
by

~g ¼ ðg1; g2; . . . ; gNCH
Þ;

where gi(1 6 gi 6mgr 6 NCH) is the channel group number that the
ith channel stream is included. It is straightforward to obtain the
corresponding~s from ~g. In the following, we present the proposed
fast algorithm in detail.

Step 1 (Initialization): To configure the initial population, Npop-

ulation vectors are generated by assigning [1,NCH] to gi

(1 6 i 6 NCH) randomly.
Step 2 (Crossover): Some parent vectors are selected from the
population with a crossover probability. By crossover operation,
offspring vectors are generated from the selected parent vec-
tors. There are several types of crossover operation including
k-point, uniform, and diagonal. In this paper, we use uniform
crossover operation. As shown in Fig. 6(a), uniform crossover
operation generates a uniformly random mask and then
exchanges relative elements between parent vectors according
to the mask.
Step 3 (Mutation): Mutation operation is applied to offspring
vectors with a small mutation probability. Mutation operation
forces random changes for elements in an offspring vector to
avoid the local minimum. There are several types of mutation
operation including uniform and Gaussian. In this paper, uni-
form mutation operation is chosen. As shown in Fig. 6(b), uni-
form mutation operation selects the target element in the
offspring vector and then replaces it with a random channel
group number.
Step 4 (Repair): Some offspring vectors may violate the above
given constraints. Thus, repair operation is executed to examine
whether or not the resulting vectors are feasible solution, and if
not, they are fixed. This technique depends on the given prob-
lem and is no standard design method. In this paper, repair
operation is implemented by simple merge and spilt operations
for channel groups. That is, when the vector violates the chan-
nel zapping time constraint, channel groups are randomly cho-
sen and combined until the constraint is satisfied. Also, if the
protection time window size of a channel group is smaller than
Twindow_min, the corresponding channel group is divided into two
new channel groups.
1 0 1 0 0Mask

2 3 1 1 2Parent 1

1 1 1 2 2Parent 2

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

(a)

Fig. 6. An example of crossover and mutation operations: (a) unif
Step 5 (Selection): Evaluate the selected parent vectors and off-
spring vectors by Eq. (9). Then, select vectors to show the best
performance, which are used as the population in the next
generation.
Step 6 (Termination): If the iteration is conducted by a prede-
termined number or the change rate of population is less than a
predetermined thresholder, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

4. Experimental results

Experimental results are provided to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the proposed fountain code-based mobile IPTV multicast
system. OPNET [41] and H.264/AVC JM [42] are employed during
the experiment. The experimental environment is set up as follows:

(1) The system architecture for the experiment is given in Fig. 2.
It is assumed that throughput from an IPTV server to a
WiMAX BS is 1 Gbps and IP multicasting is supported over
the wired network. The number of subscribers is set to 20
and they are moving by a random-way point model in the
cell.

(2) 10 IPTV channel streams are serviced to subscribers. Each
IPTV channel stream is encoded at 30 frames per second
and its target bandwidth is set to 204,800 bps. A GOP con-
sists of 15 frames (IPPPPPPPPPPPPPP) and the key frame
interval is 1.0 s. For error concealment, the video decoder
uses the frame copy from the previous frame to improve
the subjective human visual perceptual quality. It is
assumed that channel change requests of each subscriber
arrive according to Poisson distribution with an expected
inter-arrival time of 1/k, where k is the request rate and
set to 1/60. Channel selection preferences are assumed to
be Uniform or Zipf distribution. When the channel selection
preferences are Zipf-distributed, the preference of each
channel is calculated by
2 1

1 3

orm cro
pi ¼ fi=
XNCH

k¼1

fk for 1 6 i 6 NCH;

where fi = 1/ih and the skew factor (h) is set to 0.729.

(3) Raptor code [29], which is a type of fountain code, is

employed during the experiment. In the encoding process,
the source symbol size and the packet payload size are set
to 128 and 512 bytes, respectively, as recommended by
the 3GPP MBMS specifications [34] (i.e., one packet consists
of four encoding symbols). The decoding overhead is two
symbols, and Kmin and Twindow_min are set to 1024 and 1.0 s,
respectively [43].

(4) The parameters including the crossover probability (pcross),
the mutation probability (pmutation), and the population size
(Npopulation) can affect to the convergence time and the solu-
tion quality in the proposed channel grouping algorithm as
shown in Fig. 7. Actually, the parameters analysis of the
Genetic algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper. Consid-
1 2 2

1 1 2

2 3 1 1 2

2 3 2 1 2

(b) 

ssover operation and (b) uniform mutation operation.



Fig. 7. Performance comparison according to genetic parameters in the proposed channel grouping algorithm when Dmax is 3 s: (a) pcross and pmutation with Npopulation = 80, and
(b) Npopulation with pcross = 0.95 and pmutation = 0.01.
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ering the convergence time and the solution quality in the
proposed channel grouping algorithm, pcross, pmutation, and
Npopulation are empirically set to 0.95, 0.01, and 80, respec-
Table 2
OFDMA parameters of WiMAX network.

Parameters Value

Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
FFT size 2048-FFT PUSC
Number of data subcarriers 1440
Number of pilot subcarriers 240
Number of null and guardband subcarriers 368
Cyclic prefix 1/8
Oversampling rate 28/25
Subcarrier frequency spacing 10.94 kHz
Useful symbol time 91.4 ls
Guard time 11.4 ls
OFDM symbol duration 102.86 ls
Number of OFDM symbols in 5 ms frame 48
Uplink/downlink boundary 1:3

Table 3
Channel groups according to Dmax.

Channel selection
preferences

Dmax ~s mgr

Uniform distribution 12.0 {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10} 10
9.0 {1,2}, {3,4}, {5,6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10} 7
7.0 {1,2}, {3,4}, {5,6}, {7,8}, {9}, {10} 6
5.0 {1,2}, {3,4}, {5,6,7}, {8,9,10} 4
3.0 {1,2,3,4,5}, {6,7,8,9,10} 2

Zipf distribution 12.0 {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10} 10
9.0 {1}, {2,3}, {4}, {5}, {6,8}, {7}, {9}, {10} 8
7.0 {1,2}, {3,5}, {4}, {6,10}, {7}, {8}, {9} 7
5.0 {1,2}, {3,4}, {5,6,7}, {8,9,10} 4
3.0 {1,2,3}, {4,5,6,10}, {7,8,9} 3

Fig. 8. Performance of the proposed channel grouping algorithm: (a) the maximu
tively. The supportable combinations of modulation scheme
and coding rate over WiMAX network are set as shown in
Table 1. Roverhead is 14 bytes, Pmax

dec fail is 0.01, and dfountain_decoding

and dvideo_decoding are set to 0.1 and 1.1 s, respectively.
(5) As a path loss model, a fixed suburban (Erceg) model [44] is

employed with a conservative terrain model which
accounted for hilly terrain with moderate-to-heavy tree
densities (Terrain A model). As a multipath model, ITU-R
Pedestrian B channel model with 3 km/h [45] is employed
during the experiment. OFDMA parameters of WiMAX net-
work are set as shown in Table 2.

4.1. Performance of the proposed channel grouping algorithm

First of all, we examine the performance of the proposed chan-
nel grouping algorithm according to Dmax. The target coding rate of
fountain codes is fixed to 1.1, and the modulation scheme and cod-
ing rate for IPTV multicast stream transmission is set to (QPSK,1/2)
to guarantee a stable wireless link to subscribers far away from a
BS. The experimental results are summarized in Table 3 and
Fig. 8. As Dmax becomes smaller, it is apparently observed that
the number of channel groups decreases because the number of
IPTV channel streams in each channel group increases to satisfy
the channel zapping time constraint. As a result, the maximum
average channel zapping time decreases while the average pro-
cessing complexity increases as shown in Fig. 8. For example, when
Dmax is set to 9 s and the channel selection preferences are Uni-
form-distributed, it is observed that the resulting number of chan-
nel groups is 7, the maximum average channel zapping time is
7.95 s, and the average processing complexity is 352.00 symbols/
s. On the other hand, when Dmax is changed to 5 s, the proposed
channel grouping algorithm constructs four channel groups to sat-
isfy the channel zapping time constraint, and the average process-
ing complexity increases to 573.16 symbols/s. When the channel
m average channel zapping time and (b) the average processing complexity.
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selection preferences are the Zipf distribution, the same phenome-
non is exactly observed. Furthermore, the average processing com-
plexity plot of Zipf distribution always lies below that of Uniform
distribution as shown in Fig. 8.

In the following, the proposed channel grouping algorithm is
compared with the SCCG (a Single IPTV Channel stream per Chan-
nel Group) algorithm [15] and the two Greedy algorithms [46]: (1)
Greedy algorithm I (IPTV channel streams with higher channel
selection preferences are allocated to a larger channel group) and
(2) Greedy algorithm II (IPTV channel streams with lower channel
selection preferences are allocated to a larger channel group). For a
fair comparison, the number of channel groups and the number of
IPTV channel streams in each channel group of Greedy algorithms
are same as those of the proposed channel grouping algorithm.
Actually, when the number of channel groups and the size of each
channel group are given, Greedy algorithm I and Greedy algorithm
II provide the lower bound and the upper bound of the channel
zapping time, respectively. In contrast, Greedy algorithm I and
Greedy algorithm II give the upper bound and the lower bound
Fig. 9. Modulation scheme and coding rate: (a) the channel group with the highest gro
preference when Dmax is 12 s, and (c) the channel group with the highest group selectio
when Dmax is 3 s.

Table 4
Performance comparison with various channel grouping algorithms.

Channel selection
preferences

Channel grouping
algorithms

Average processing complexity o
subscribers (symbols/s)

Uniform distribution SCCG algorithm 219.50
Proposed channel
grouping algorithm

394.38

Zipf distribution SCCG algorithm 219.51
Greedy algorithm I 397.60
Greedy algorithm II 294.32
Proposed channel
grouping algorithm

384.31
of the processing complexity, respectively. When Dmax is set to
7 s, the experimental results are summarized in Table 4. In the
SCCG algorithm, the average processing complexity is the lowest,
but the average channel zapping time of some subscribers is much
larger than Dmax. Greedy algorithm I shows lower channel zapping
time, but relatively higher average processing complexity than the
proposed channel grouping algorithm. Greedy algorithm II violates
the channel zapping time constraint although its average process-
ing complexity is less than that of the proposed channel grouping
algorithm. On the other hand, the proposed channel grouping algo-
rithm makes channel groups on the basis of channel selection pref-
erences in order to minimize the average processing complexity
while satisfying the channel zapping time constraint. Conse-
quently, the proposed channel grouping algorithm keeps the aver-
age channel zapping time of all subscribers below Dmax at the cost
of a slightly increased average processing complexity.

Finally, we consider the computational complexity of the pro-
posed channel grouping algorithm. The experiment is performed
with a laptop computer running on Windows XP SP3 with a
up selection preference and (b) the channel group with the lowest group selection
n preference and (d) the channel group with the lowest group selection preference

f all Maximum average channel
zapping time (s)

Average channel zapping time of all
subscribers (s)

11.30 8.85
6.65 5.36

11.30 8.86
6.19 5.01
9.33 7.29
6.90 5.35
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2.0 GHz Intel Pentium processor and 2 GB RAM. It is observed dur-
ing the experiment that the proposed channel grouping algorithm
can provide the same (optimal) solution as the full search-based
algorithm. However, the proposed channel grouping algorithm
needs a much smaller computational complexity than the full
search-based algorithm. The average execution time is 436.833 s
in the case of the full search-based algorithm and 7.740 s in the
case of the proposed channel grouping algorithm.

4.2. Performance of the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm

In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed
adaptive transmission algorithm. During the experiment, the tar-
get coding rate of fountain codes is fixed at 2.0 to effectively handle
dynamically time-varying wireless link states by generating a suf-
ficient number of encoding symbols, and channel groups are made
Fig. 10. The number of transmitted packets: (a) the channel group with the highest gro
preference when Dmax is 12 s, and (c) the channel group with the highest group selectio
when Dmax is 3 s.

Table 5
DFR (decoding failure rate) and ASU (average slot usage) comparison with various transm

Channel groups Transmission algorithms

Channel group with the highest group
selection preference

Case I
Case II
Proposed algorithm with mc = (QPSK,1/2
Proposed algorithm

Channel group with the lowest group
selection preference

Case I
Case II
Proposed algorithm with mc = (QPSK,1/2
Proposed algorithm
by the proposed channel grouping algorithm in Section 4.1 when
Dmax is set to 3, 7, and 12 s under the Zipf distribution. Figs. 9
and 10 represent the control parameters adaptation process of
the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm when 20 subscrib-
ers are moving in the cell. It is observed that variations of SNRmin

value increase and the resulting curves of control parameters sig-
nificantly fluctuate as the group selection preference (the sum of
channel selection preferences in a channel group) becomes lower.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 5. The average
slot usage on WiMAX network and the decoding failure rate of
fountain codes at the participating subscriber with the minimum
SNR value are measured. To show the superior performance of
the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm, two cases are con-
sidered: (1) Case I that mc is (QPSK,1/2) and npkt is the maximum
npkt value of the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm with
mc = (QPSK,1/2), and (2) Case II that mc is (QPSK,1/2) and npkt is
up selection preference and (b) the channel group with the lowest group selection
n preference and (d) the channel group with the lowest group selection preference

ission algorithms.

Dmax = 12 s Dmax = 7 s Dmax = 3 s

DFR (%) ASU DFR (%) ASU DFR (%) ASU

0.00 25,117 0.00 26,859 0.00 29,792
3.55 23,742 4.92 23,834 6.14 24,017

) 0.67 23,781 0.69 23,837 0.69 23,989
0.68 21,669 0.68 22,626 0.69 23,409

0.00 12,854 0.00 14,613 0.00 27,918
1.03 12,563 1.74 13,914 2.99 23,504

) 0.69 12,566 0.66 13,923 0.68 23,469
0.69 10,183 0.67 10,849 0.66 19,853



Fig. 11. PSNR plots according to frame number: (a) City, (b) Crew, and (c) Soccer test videos.
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the average npkt value of the proposed adaptive transmission algo-
rithm with mc = (QPSK,1/2). In Case I, the decoding failure rate is
the lowest at the cost of slot usage on WiMAX network. Case II vio-
lates the decoding failure rate constraint and consumes relatively
high WiMAX network resources compared to the proposed adap-
tive transmission algorithm. On the other hand, the proposed
adaptive transmission algorithm minimizes the slot usage on Wi-
MAX network while satisfying the decoding failure rate constraint
by adjusting the control parameters adaptively to the wireless link
states of subscribers.

Finally, the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm is com-
pared with the RS (Reed-Solomon) code-based transmission algo-
rithm. When Dmax is 12 s, the visual quality is measured at a
subscriber with the minimum SNR value that is participating in a
channel group with the highest group selection preference. The
test video sequences are City, Crew, and Soccer of CIF-size
(352 � 288). For a fair comparison, the symbol size and mc are
same for two FEC codes, and the target coding rate of RS code is
fixed to a constant between the average number of transmitted
Fig. 12. Subjective video quality comparison when the test video sequence is City: (a)
algorithm.
encoding symbols and the number of source symbols of the pro-
posed adaptive transmission algorithm. And, the source block size
of RS code is relatively smaller than that of fountain code due to
the quadratic decoding complexity of RS code. In fact, (255, 245,
128) RS code is used during the experiment, and thus the source
block size is 31,360 bytes. As shown in Fig. 11, the proposed adap-
tive transmission algorithm is more robust against the wireless
channel error, and avoids sudden quality degradation compared
to the RS code-based transmission algorithm. The proposed adap-
tive transmission algorithm supports a stable IPTV service by dy-
namic adaptation of the control parameters considering the
wireless link states of subscribers. In addition, the proposed adap-
tive transmission algorithm can sustain a larger source block size
by using fountain code than the RS code-based transmission algo-
rithm, which can reduce the sensitivity to burst errors over the
wireless channel. The subjective video quality comparison is pre-
sented in Fig. 12. The subjective video quality of the proposed
adaptive transmission algorithm is obviously better than the RS
code-based transmission algorithm.
the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm and (b) RS code-based transmission
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel fountain code-based
mobile IPTV multicast system architecture over WiMAX network.
In the proposed system, the adaptive transmission algorithm at a
BS is designed to provide stable IPTV service to all subscribers with
minimum resource usage on WiMAX network, and the channel
grouping algorithm at a server pursues an effective tradeoff be-
tween channel zapping time and processing complexity at a sub-
scriber. Experimental results have shown that the proposed
adaptive transmission algorithm has achieved very good network
efficiency while satisfying the decoding failure rate constraint. It
has also been observed during the experiment that the proposed
channel grouping algorithm has achieved low processing complex-
ity on the average while satisfying the channel zapping time con-
straint at a subscriber.

Although WiMAX network is considered as the target wireless
access network in this paper, with the some minor modifications,
the proposed system can be easily extended to any advanced wire-
less networks supporting broadband wireless access including
3GPP LTE, 3GPP LTE-Advanced, and IEEE 802.16m. This will be
examined in our future work.
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